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A very warm welcome to all freshmen and returning students to MCM College. This year, the college is 

especially pleased to receive many wonderful international students whose presence enriches college life so 

much:  

 Tatsuya IZUMIYAMA,  J. F. Oberlin University, Japan 

 Sophie Daniella RIORDAN, University of Essex, UK 

 Etai Daniel STERN, Susquehanna University (SU), USA 

 Adèle Justine C. MAUQUOY, Institut des Hautes Études des Communications Sociales (IHECS), France 

 Jannik BUNTZ, Pforzheim University, Germany 

 Francisca CARDOSO RESENDE GOMES, University of Lisbon, Portugal 

In this ninth issue, read about the latest news in the college and stay in touch with your classmates and faculty 

members. There are several sections that highlight college activities, guest visits, student life, and college sports 

news.  

2018/19 begins with renovation and revitalization of college facilities such as: college hall and garden; Master’s 

Dining Room; and Fitness Room. 

College activities included French High Table at the final week of October, followed by the traditional Common 

Table in November.  

The college collaborated with Macau European Chamber of Commerce (MECC) to a very special guided tour 

of the Doppelmayr/Garaventa Group, currently operating the Sky Cab gondola lifts at the luxurious Wynn 

Palace Casino Resort in Cotai, Macau. This was followed by a special networking luncheon organised by the 

Macau European Chamber of Commerce (MECC), President Professor Kevin Thompson, College Master, with 

distinguished guest speaker, Dr. Allan Zeman, GBM, GBS, JP, (Chairman of Lan Kwai Fong Group) who shared 

his views about how future generations residing in Macau and Hong Kong can create and expand economic and 

business opportunities in the Greater Bay Area. Students also had the opportunity to attend the 23rd Macao 

International Trade and Investment Fair which was held at the Venetian Macao.  

Renewed academic Residency for Prof. Joseph Levi (George Washington University, USA) who provided 

fundamental support for our in-house signature language enhancement programmes for Portuguese. 

Message from MCM College 
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The college welcomed many distinguished guests such as Christ Church Cathedral Choir, Oxford University, 

Prof. Sally KIFT, Naill Murray and Sidney Yuen, British Consulate, Catherine Montgomery, Hungarian tárogató 

player, József Terék, First Vice Rector Prof. Xiqin Wang of Tsinghua University, Prof. Susan Welburn and Prof. 

Mike Shipston from The University of Edinburgh, and Delegation of British Council (Hong Kong).  

Workshops and student activities were diverse and inspiring with participants across the ‘Houses’ filling College 

Hall for the following activities that include: Mid-Autumn Festival, Oxfam’s Global Awareness, DIY Healthy 

Drinks Workshop, Halloween celebrations, and among many others. 

With so much to do and discover, it is hoped that everyone had an exciting and enjoyable semester.  

Warmest wishes, 

 

 

 
 

 

Freshers' Week has begun across the collegiate community at the University of Macau, and the atmosphere at 

MCM College can be described as ‘quite exhilarating’. It is a week where one meets new friends, makes difficult 

choices, and experiences potential pitfalls and social faux pás of university life that will be considered as ‘life-

changing’, and above all, a necessary rite of passage. 

One of the highlights of freshers’ week is Matriculation, which takes place in College Hall, where a new 

freshmen cohort becomes official members of MCM College 

Throughout the week student leaders such as Resident Tutors and Assistants and members of the House 

Association will help freshers to become familiar with various college information sessions, Faculty Orientation, 

course enrollment, and of course, Convocation and the First Lecture of University of Macau. 

Finally, an essential part of Fresher’s week is meeting College Master, Prof. Kit Thompson, College 

Supernumerary Fellow, Dr. Patricia Thompson, and supporting academic staff: Associate Master and Resident 

Fellows who will be assisting students throughout their time at the College. 

“I felt so welcomed when I arrived at MCM College and I enjoyed the friendliness in the 

college very much. It is easy for me to adapt into the group.” – Rosen Wu, freshman. 

Freshers’ Week at MCM College - Matriculation 2018/19 
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“The upperclassmen and staff are very energetic and helpful, they helped me with a lot of 

things. I like the atmosphere within the college - active and motivating. I think it is a very 

outstanding place to live and learn.” – Klay Li, freshman. 

 

MCM College Student Leadership Training Programme Team-Building, 2018 

Each year, MCM College appoints a new team of student leaders which is essential in executing the mission and 

vision of the college, as well as providing an impact on the overall success of managing a new freshmen cohort, 

as well as those returning to the fold. 

 
 

The programme is designed to guide members of the team to fulfill their roles, which involves responding to 

queries or resolving issues that many new students may soon encounter as they begin their transition to 

university life. In addition, building an effective team also ensures that morale remains high and newly appointed 

resident tutors and assistants are motivated to perform well. They instill a sense of confidence and trust in 

their fellow college members, and take a positive approach to their roles as a whole, creating an environment 

of cooperation between team members so that they work together to achieve team objectives set by the 

College.  

 

The programme was organised by Resident Fellow, Dr. Peggy Lau, in collaboration with the House Association, 

and Associate Master, Dr. Manuel Noronha. This new approach fosters an atmosphere of creativity designed to 

bring innovative ideas and solutions where team leaders are offered flexibility in facilitating college activities and 

decision making, that is, they will try developing effective processes that benefit the team as a whole, while 

offering a sense of empowerment to those involved in the process. All team leaders are expected to exhibit 

college virtues of honesty and integrity in all activities. In short, MCM College student leaders serve as role 

models with a positive influence for their peers 
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MCM College Participates in 3rd U Rock Concert 2018 

The annual U-Rock Concert was organised by Students Affairs Office (SAO) at UM’s Sports Pavillion (N8), 

where emerging musicians and aspiring fresh talents across the collegiate community had a “one-night only” 

opportunity to get on stage and showcase their talents, electronic beat pulses and irresistible vocal work to 

welcome the new Freshmen cohort (2018) to the University of Macau. 

In this third edition, MCM College’s new band Mystic City took the stage by storm on their début performance. 

The audience simply could not ignore Bliss, (vocals) whose voice is utterly raw, if not as stunning as Dolores 

O'Riordan, especially with her electrifying rendition of “Zombie” by 90’s Irish rock band, The Cranberries. The 

follow-up number was a Cantonese ballad performed by Kay, a suave ‘crooner’ who is putting his own stamp 

on UM’s music scene. Both Bliss and Kay blend in beautifully with the band’s unique composition of Terry 

(guitar), Louise (guitar), Katie (keyboard), and Jackson (bass). 

Mystic City’s début was packed with energetic vibes, bold attitude and distinctive vocals, and will definitely 

continue to enjoy breakthrough success since the departure of Mad Cherry. 

 

 

 

 

MCM College, in collaboration with Centre for Continuing Education (CCE), 

Present "Living Green for Real with Dr. Simon Chau" 

On Tuesday afternoon, 11th September, 2018, sixty college freshmen gathered at Fellows’ Salon in MCM 

College to attend a special workshop for Experiential Learning for freshmen. Guest speaker was Dr. Simon 

Chau Siu Cheung, an advocate for healthy living and environmentalism, and a co-founder of the Vegetarian 

Society of Hong Kong. 

Dr. Chau explains that ‘green methods’ can be used to solve various health and emotional problems, such as 

breathing the right way to breathe. Dr. Chau says  

College Activities 
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 “The correct way to breathe is to take air in gently, smoothly and in shallow 

breaths. If you do it right, it has a calming effect” 

He also adds that adapting to vegetarianism and eating raw is simply in 

accordance with the natural order, in which peace and positive energy follow. 

 

 

 

MCM College celebrated Mid-autumn Festival 2018 

  

After weeks of planning and preparation, members of the House Association and floor leaders launched the 

first college activity together for the new semester, symbolizing the time of year when the moon is at its 

brightest, and celebrations for a fruitful harvest in full swing.  

Added to the traditional festival, exchange and international students joined the group and are dressed up in 

costumes, turning the festival into a more authentic and cultural ambiance. Along with a variety of traditional 

folk art activities such as solving ‘lantern’ riddles, Chinese calligraphy, paper cutting and mooncake making, 

other activities include Touhu (投壺), Flying to the Moon (嫦娥奔月), Fei Hua Ling (飛花令), and Moonlight 

box (月光寶盒). 

House Association members brought along traditional Chinese cultural elements to tighten the relationships 

among students of MCM College, and further advocated the idea of the college being more like a family for 

both students and members as a whole. 

 

MCM College Etiquette Series – On Dining Manners 

“Good manners will open the door that the best education cannot.” Proper etiquette is essential for making a 

favorable impression in all social situations, and meals are a common itinerary. If someone lacks an 

understanding of dining etiquette, one might experience embarrassment and nervousness that puts oneself at a 

disadvantage. As a part of the Etiquette Series, MCM College invited her own staff Ms. Elaine Lo, who is also a 

graduate from Institute for Tourism Studies, Hotel Management, to advise students on appropriate dining 

manners. This series aims to improve individual’s socialization skills by increasing their confidence and self-

esteem, which are important for young adults throughout their life. 
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MCM College & OXFAM on Global Awareness 

     

According to World Wild Life, in order to meet global food security needs, as well as the food demands of an 

increasingly affluent global population, we will need to both increase productivity and efficiency as well as 

reduce food waste. 

It was reported that humans waste one of every three food calories produced. These wasted calories are 

enough to feed three billion people. To further raise students’ attention on the issue, MCM College has 

collaborated with OXFAM on two workshops - making good use of spoiled food and making green soaps. 

During the workshops, students have a better understanding on the threats posed by wastage and the harmful 

effects people are creating for the world, they also have a hands-on experience from recreating food and goods 

from what is commonly viewed as “waste.” 
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MCM College in collaboration with World Vision Organized “Rich and Poor 

Men’s Meal” Educational Activity 

 

On the 9th and 12th of October 2018, a total of seventy college students gathered at Master’s Dining Room in 

MCM College to attend an educational activity called “Rich and Poor Men’s Meal” Before the activity started, 

MCM College Master, Professor Kit Thompson encouraged the students to reflect on their roles and 

responsibilities as global citizens in the issues of hunger and poverty after attending the activity. Through a 

series of interactive games and activities, participants gained knowledge of “poverty” and experienced the gap 

between the rich and poor caused by the unfair system. They were astonished by the inequality and unfairness 

they experienced and they learned more about the situation and causes of poverty and hunger that Africa and 

some other countries in the world are currently facing. By the end of the activity, one participant expressed 

that as a University s can start with ourselves by cherishing our food and sharing resources with the needy. 

Another participant expressed that tackling poverty should not be limited to cognitive concern, emotional care 

and financial assistance. Instead, we should start from policy and education by giving opportunities for the poor 

to develop and earn a living independently. 

 

MCM College European Series – On Belgium 

Nowadays when people talk about a country, 

they think about good food and the beautiful 

scenery. When asked about what they know 

about Belgium in particular, the first thoughts 

that come to their mind are Bruges, chocolate, 

waffles, fries, beer, and football. While these 

stereotypes are well-known around the world, 

few are familiar with the history of Belgium and 

the origins of its name. Professor Sten 

Verhoeven from Faculty of Law presented to 

students a brief look into Belgium’s origin, 

history, and the events that shaped its political 

state structure and cultural identity as a nation 

and people. Students are surprised by the fact that the majority of people working in Belgium have a relatively 

equal income and the tax rate is so high. They are also aware of the voting system of Belgium – it is a crime if 

one does not vote. Professor Verhoeven has transformed the complicated and heavy topic into an engaging 

lecture, students are looking forward to the next lecture on Italy. 
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MCM College European Series – Love and Beauty: an Italian Journey 

MCM College hosted the last European Series of this 

semester on 13 November 2018. With a warm welcome 

from MCMC College Master Professor Kevin Thompson, 

Professor Nevia Dolcini, Associate Professor from Faculty of 

Arts and Humanities and MCMC College Fellow, took 

students on a journey to appreciate the love and beauty of 

Italy. She presented to the audience the most-known Italian 

art, literature, and music: Four seasons painting by 

Arcimboldo, Divine Comedy by Dante, Va, pensiero by Verdi 

etc; and the audience learned about a well-loved Italian 

general called Giuseppe Garibaldi whose name will appear in every nook and corner throughout Italy. In 

addition to all these amazing culture, Professor Dolcini also showed the audience clips about “Spaghetti 

Western” and spaghetti, and ends the lecture with a group of salivated audience. 

The next European Series Lecture will be in January 2019, we welcome all who have a story to share and all 

who would like to know more about each particular European country. 

 

MCMC delighted to host Hungarian Tárogató Player, József Terék    

     

In collaboration with the Consulate of Hungary in Hong Kong & Macao, MCMC was delighted to host 

Hungarian Tárogató Player, József Terék for a capacity audience of students, faculty and guests from Macao and 

Hong Kong. This ancient Hungarian instrument embodies more than five centuries of cultural heritage, and it is 

estimated that less than a hundred of these instruments are in existence today, thereby making it extremely 

rare and valuable. József thrilled those in attendance with his consummate musicianship, performing on this 

ancient and unique Hungarian instrument across a wide range of musics from regal to gypsy folk music, whilst 

covering revolutionary songs and jazz. 

As well as being awarded the Hungarian Golden Cross of Merit for his outstanding work in promoting, 

researching and preserving the Hungarian musical cultural heritage, József is an internationally award-winning 

composer and arranger, and we were treated to many examples of his fine innate playing and composing. 

The audience cherished his mastery of all styles, adapting the tone and timbre accordingly, at times making the 

instrument sound more like an oboe, and then again a saxophone. 
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József also played a wooden flute from his home village in Hungary, producing a beautiful and enigmatic sound. 

He also delighted the audience with his performance on Tárogató of the Chinese Folk Song, Jasmine Flower, 

emulating the tone and timbre of an authentic Chinese instrument. 

It was a huge bonus that Michael Kirby, Principal Clarinet Macao Orchestra, and Dr Peggy Lau, Resident Fellow 

MCMC, accompanied him in many performances on clarinet and piano respectively. This gave the audience a 

very authentic version of the renowned Hungarian Gypsy Bands, performing various traditional Hungarian folk 

and versatile ‘Gypsy’ virtuoso pieces such as “A moll Csardas”, “Verbunk for Pest region No.1”, and “Kállai 

Kettõs” 

 

MCM College “Own the runway” Halloween Celebration 

Changing leaves, changing weather, hot cocoa and pumpkin flavored pastries. It can only mean one thing: Fall 

has arrived and mid-terms are over! Along with its arrival MCM College hosted a Halloween celebration and 

fashion show to bring out the spooky side of residents, fellows, friends and family, and provide them an 

opportunity to get creative with costumes, treats, games and more. Residents, fellows, staff and family members 

participated in the fashion show and displayed their charms at different heights.  

In addition to the fashion show, MCM College Resistant Tutors, Resistant Assistants and floor representatives 

have also prepared detective-solving games with thrilling elements, sophisticated paper-folded pumpkin lantern 

workshop, scary haunted house, and horror boxes for participants to enjoy the night. 

  

 

MCM College hosted “Macao Science and Technology Technological Invention 

Award” Seminar 

MCM College hosted a seminar with Dr. Chi-Seng Lam, Assistant 

Professor, State Key Laboratory of Analog and Mixed-Signal VLSI 

and MCMC College Fellow, on “Integrating Power Pollution 

Conditioning and Renewable Energy Generation.” This research 

had just been awarded the 2018 Macao Science and Technology 

Technological Invention Award in October and Dr. Lam kindly 

shared the innovative solutions that are developed by the team at 

the University of Macau.  
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Dr. Lam introduced the concept of power network and power pollution to the audience and then discussed 

about the market trends of power pollution conditioning devices and renewable energy generation. After an 

overview of the research, Dr. Lam explained to the audience what the team at the University has developed on 

power pollution conditioning and PV energy generation, and how those are applied in daily lives. As the seminar 

is coming to an end, Dr. Lam had a discussion with the students and mentored them on further studies and 

future research directions. 

 

MCM College Activity Highlights: English in Action – Baking Workshop 

   

In order to promote a good English learning environment, four English instructors from the English Language 

Centre (ELC) of University of Macau were invited to participate in a Baking Workshop held by the Moon Chun 

Memorial College on 20th November 2018. This workshop attracted a total of 20 participants who formed 

four small groups with English instructors to make cookies together. During the workshop, the participants 

learnt the procedures of making cookies and enjoyed delicious cakes and beverages while interacting with the 

English instructors. Unlike traditional classroom instruction that highly emphasizes academic English, this 

workshop provided a relaxing environment for the participants to practice English vocabularies and phrases 

related to baking. This is a learner-centre teaching approach that helped the participants to cultivate a passion 

in learning English through engaging in an interesting baking workshop. All the participants and the English 

instructors spent a wonderful night together and brought their handmade cookies home to share with their 

families and friends. 

 

 MCM College: Experience the Silent World Series I - Let’s Learn Sign 

Language 
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To promote sign language among the students, Moon Chun Memorial College organized six sessions of sign 

language class between 26th Sept and 7th Nov 2018. This class attracted a total of 12 students who showed 

interest in learning this special kind of language. During the class, the teacher from Macau Deaf Association 

demonstrated signing and let students learn through doing. The students learned basic words and phrases in 

sign language, topics included greeting, time, climate, hobby, travelling etc.. The teacher pointed out that sign 

language is an art and the use of facial expression and hand gesture is important in learning sign language. After 

nine hours of learning, the students expressed that it was interesting to learn sign language and they were eager 

to continue learning more in the future. 

In response to 2018 International Week for the Deaf and International Sign Language Day, the resident follow 

took a group of students to visit the Service Centre for the Deaf on 23rd Sept 2018 and supported the 

promotional theme of “With Sign Language, Everyone is Included” . The students attended the “Small Town for 

the Deaf” Experiential Workshop which provided an opportunity for the participants to enter the silent world 

of the hearing-impaired and understand their ways of sign language expression in different social context. 

During the workshop, the participants also learnt to use sign language in support of the right of using sign 

language. After the workshop, the students realized that for the hearing-impaired to obtain inclusion and equal 

participation in the society, they need respect and support in the use of sign language without barriers. They 

also need the joint participation of everyone in the society. 

 

 MCM College: Experience the Silent World Series II - Barrier Free 

Communication 

   

To eliminate communication barrier and implement the concept of inclusion, the resident fellow and students 

of Moon Chun Memorial College went to the Service Centre for the Deaf of Macau Deaf Association to join an 

experiential workshop on 14th November 2018. During the workshop, the students experienced the 

communication difficulties that the hearing impaired people encountered through daily life scenario role-play. 

Afterwards, the staff introduced to the students the related clauses of Convention on the Right of Persons with 

Disabilities and explained the needs of the hearing impaired people, barrier free and use of sign language 

mentioned in the Convention. Through case discussion, the staff also explained to the students the different 

kinds of auxiliary devices and accessibility measures suitable for the hearing impaired people. The students 

participated actively during the activities and discussion. At the end, the students interacted with members of 

the centre and shared with each other their name, birthday, interests etc.. During the interaction, the students 

learnt the communication skills with the hearing impaired people and some simple sign language. After this 

workshop, the students shared that they had a better understanding of the characteristics of the hearing 

impaired people and clarified some misunderstanding about them. 

 

MCM College: Experience the Silent World Series III - Inclusive Experience at 

Playback Theatre 
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MCM College worked with a Playback Theatre in "A Night of Inclusive 

Experience” in collaboration with Macau Deaf Association on 21st 

November 2018. The theme of the performance was “Maybe……You 

Don’t Know How Much I Appreciate It”. During the performance, the 

conductor invited the audience to share stories of people whom they 

encountered in their lives and were thankful for. It was a beautiful 

blessing for the college students and the hearing impaired people to 

encounter each other’s lives through thankful stories sharing and 

dramatic enactment. This is an accessible performance with theatrical 

interpretation (for persons with hearing impairment) with the aim of 

making the art form accessible for EVERYONE. 

Playback Theatre is an original form of improvisational theater in which 

performers use their physical movement, music or drama to enact the 

stories shared by audience members. Playback Theatre acknowledges that 

everyone can have a right to share his/her feeling and stories. It can be a 

platform for the community to share, listen and watch the stories 

together with theatre enjoyment. This can appeal audience in arts appreciation and build up the cohesion of the 

community in an interactive way. This performance aimed to build an inclusive society where people with 

different ability are able to share their stories and different voices can be heard through playback performances. 

In doing so, we can find resonance in commonalities as well as acceptance and respect in differences. 

At the end of the performance, each participant was given a “Thank You” 

card to take away and send it to someone special to express their gratitude. 

After the performance, the resident fellow received a lot of positive 

feedback from the participants. They were very grateful to the college for 

giving them this great opportunity to experience an unforgettable night with 

the hearing impaired people through playback performance. Below are some 

of their feedback: 

“During the performance, four languages (Cantonese, Mandarin, 

English and Sign Language) were used for translation respectively. I learnt 

that when interacting with people who have different languages, we need 

to listen whole-heartedly to breakthrough communication barriers and 

express each other’s thoughts. Compared with verbal language, sign 

language is less direct. However, after accepting this way of expression, 

it’s not that difficult to understand. “  June 

“When I watched the actors performing my story, I felt being respected, accepted and understood because 

this little story has been kept in my heart and not shared with anyone. This performance is meaningful in the 

way that it built a deep connection among people through sharing feelings, thus understanding each other’s 

inner world.”  Kam 

“When the actors were performing my story, their sincere performance touched my heart. When I shared my 

story, a few drops of tear fell down from my eyes. When I watched the actors acting out my story, I felt like 

going back to the past and my tears kept falling down again. I felt glad to join this activity and have the 

opportunity to share my hidden story and unspoken words.”  Agnes 
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MCM College Students Visit Doppelmayr Macau Ltda  

(Austrian Doppelmayr Cable Car Company) 

 

 

 
On Monday, 10th September, 2018, Austrian Consul General to Hong Kong and Macao, Mrs. Monika Mueller-

Fembeck and nine MCM College students and members of staff were invited by the Macau European Chamber 

of Commerce (MECC) to a very special guided tour of the Doppelmayr/Garaventa Group, currently operating 

the Sky Cab gondola lifts at the luxurious Wynn Palace Casino Resort in Cotai, Macau. According to Mr. Fabio 

Fumai, Operations Management, the ‘Sky Cabs’ offer a unique experience and a captivating view of the resort 

from 30 meters above as they encircle two ‘dragon towers’ and the Performance Lake, where precisioned 

water fountains ‘dance’ to synchronized music. 

During the tour, Mr. Dalibor Vodenicarski, O&M Management, highlighted Dopplemayr’s custom-made 

bullwheels and advanced innovation in ropeway engineering that effectively enable the sky cabs to operate 

smoothly and quietly past the towers and stations, making the rides a ‘must try’ signature attraction for 

tourists. 

 

The Austrian-based group is the leader in ropeway technology, and has designed and implemented more than 

14,700 ropeway systems for clients in over ninety countries. An example is Universal Orlando Resort’s most 

recent attraction: the Hogwarts Express. This detailed replica (from the Harry Potter films) is a modern 

funicular ropeway equipped with the latest entertainment systems, that mimics a very special experience just 

like the one Harry Potter and his friends had on their way from King‘s Cross Station in London to Hogsmeade. 

 

MCM College Students Attend MECC Luncheon: “New Commercial 

Opportunities in Macau/China/Hong Kong after the Opening of the Hong Kong-

Zhuhai-Macau Bridge” 

Town & Gown Connectivity 
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As part of ‘town and gown’ connectivity, MCM College students and staff attended a special networking 

luncheon organised by the Macau European Chamber of Commerce (MECC), President Professor Kevin 

Thompson, College Master.  

Distinguished guest speaker, Dr. Allan Zeman, GBM, GBS, JP, Chairman of Lan Kwai Fong Group, one of Hong 

Kong’s popular tourist attractions and entertainment districts, shared his views about how future generations 

residing in Macau and Hong Kong can create and expand economic and business opportunities in the Greater 

Bay Area.  

Dr. Zeman mentioned the application of technology in China far exceeds that of Macau and Hong Kong. For 

example, shopping today involves cashless payment systems, basically without cash and credit cards. Everything 

is done via Alipay and WeChat pay.  

n addition, the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge is already complete and scheduled to open to the public in 

mid-October. The high speed rail system between Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Hong Kong will provide easy 

access from Guangzhou to Hong Kong in just forty-five minutes, whereas passengers travelling from Shenzhen 

to Hong Kong will take a matter of just ten minutes.  

Therefore, the Greater Bay Area, presents a new dimension for Macau and Hong Kong to become part of a 

much bigger infrastructure when approximately 7.5 million can join 100 million people. Dr. Zeman placed a 

special emphasis on the importance of higher education, and how University of Macau is producing students 

equipped with the necessary tools to contribute to the ongoing development of the Greater Bay Area. 
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 MCM College Students and Staff Attend 23rd Macao International Trade 

and Investment Fair (MIF): Cooperation-Key to Business Opportunities 

 

MCM College Students and Staff attended the 23rd Macao International Trade and Investment Fair which was 

held at the Venetian Macao. This year’s MIF, one of the city’s most reputable annual international economic and 

trade events, attracted many exhibitors and visitors from around the world, and especially countries along the 

“Belt and Road”, the Pan-Pearl River Delta Region, the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, 

Portuguese-speaking countries and European countries, to jointly explore business opportunities in Macao. 

MCM College Master, Prof. Kevin Thompson, President of Board of Directors Macau European Chamber of 

Commerce, representing National Chambers from European business associations in Macau & HK, delivered a 

short welcome address. Prof. Thompson explained that this year’s Trade and Investment Fair aims to leverage 

on Macao’s advantages as World Centre of Tourism & Leisure, and as a premium platform for business & trade 

services between China and Lusophone countries, facilitating business start-ups, development and 

transformation for participants and exhibitors alike. 

The College places a high priority with ‘town and gown’ connectivity with local and international business 

communities. MCM students: Joker Chao, Jaqueline Wang and Cathy Niu were especially keen to engage in high 

quality business discussions and integrating in lively and stimulating international and local communities. 

 

MCM College Flower Arranging workshop 

MCM College students and staff attended a special flower arranging workshop instructed by French floral 

designer Carole Delavelle, who is also the executive director of OULALA Flower. As a floral designer, Carole 

intrigued members of MCM College in the art of using plants and flowers to create a pleasing and balanced 

composition. She drew the group’s attention to the line, form, and color of the arrangement, which are closely 

related to the principles of floral design and balance of life. 
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With Carole’s exuberant character, the group, including both boys and girls, are engaged and focused in doing 

their own arrangement, and they are awed by the magic of their own hands. The completed arrangement gives 

life to the space and sends out a warm and welcoming atmosphere. It does not only beautify, but also gives a 

positive vibe. It is perfect to mark the changing seasons. 

  

 

Green Tour of the Venetian, Sands China Resorts. 

  

Environmental Protection and Energy Saving are the two concerned topics among youth nowadays. On the 31st 

of October 2018, Moon Chun Memorial College and VChange environmental working group organized a green 

tour to the Venetian, Sands China Ltd. This tour aimed to understand the role and practices of sustainable 

development in Sands China as the local leading enterprise. A group of 8 students took a two hour tour in the 

Venetian. 

The tour began with a presentation given by Mr. Syed Mubarak, Executive Director of MEP and Plant 

Operations in Sands China Ltd. He systematically introduced green concepts and practices that had been 

embraced by the Venetian.  

The first stop is Waste Recycling Station. A big service enterprise like the Venetian produces a huge amount of 

waste every day. The issue how these waste can be dealt with is an important issue of sustainable development. 

By keeping social responsibility in mind, the Venetian also helped in collection of batteries and fluorescents 

tubes from families of its staff for recycling. 

Mr. Syed then led the participants to visit the Venetian’s central chiller plant and introduce the water and air 

recycling system. The system functions with both hot and cold water. It can not only reduce the use of energy, 

but save water resource and make exhaust useful. 
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Next stop is the Venetian’s food waste recycling station. The Venetian consumes 6 tons of food per day on 

average which causes a big amount of food waste. To solve this problem, the Venetian used a new technology 

of food recycling – they purchased a machine that turns up-stream food waste into water.  

Lastly, Mr. Syed took the participants to visit a hotel room. In the room, Mr. Syed showed the participants how 

they engaged their guests in energy saving. From the design of dustbin in guestrooms to the green card which 

offers a greener choice of lifestyle, these practices showed the Venetian’s attitude of seeking a balance between 

providing high quality of service and develop environmental sustainability. 

 

MCMC invited to host Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year 2019 

MCMC was invited to host Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year 2019 by the Consulate General of Ireland 

to Hong Kong and Macao. 

The EY Entrepreneur of the Year is a global programme founded by Ernst & Young in over 60 countries. It has 

been running in Ireland for 19 years, and the Irish programme has been identified as the most innovative 

worldwide. It promotes entrepreneurship across the island of Ireland and empowers entrepreneurs to grow 

their businesses in Ireland, Northern Ireland and around the world.  

  

The programme not only ensures national and international recognition for successful finalists and Alumni but 

also provides an invaluable network and business opportunity within a growing, 470+ strong EY Entrepreneur 

of the Year Alumni community.  

Each year a study visit is organised for the 24 shortlisted candidates and members of the extended alumni 

community. 

It is anticipated that upwards of 100 key Irish business people will participate in the study visit to Hong Kong / 

Macau / Shenzhen in May 2019. 

MCMC was delighted to host the programme’s scouting party for a fruitful meeting, to investigate possibilities 

for including Macao in the EY Study Visit planned for May 2019. 

It was agreed wholeheartedly that Macao would be able to offer unique insights and opportunities to those 

participating, and that students would benefit greatly from meeting and talking with key business personnel 

during their visit to Macao. 
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MCM College Celebrates French High Table, 2018: “A Year of Anniversaries” 

   

It is Michaelmas Term, and the third Monday evening, of October, 2018, and the eve of the Hong Kong Zhuhai 

Bridge Opening with enough steel to build 60 Eiffel Towers. 

MCM College Master, Professor Kit Thompson and Dr. Patricia Thompson, Supernumerary Fellow, received 

distinguished guests, fellows and freshmen to a magnificent French High Table: a black tie event where 

members of College and guests donned academic robes and undergrads wore subfusc or evening dress. College 

Hall had a most charming setting and atmosphere - one that was conducive to concentration and ideal for the 

exchange of views and insights as well as suave musical performances. 

 

The theme is 2018, a year of anniversaries. Not simply the eve of the Bridge opening. It included; the iconic 

Citroën deux chevaux (1948), and the end of WW1 (1918). Next year, June 2019 marks the 75th Anniversary 

of the D-Day Landings, and 24th August, 2019, the 75th Anniversary of the Liberation of Paris (1944). It is here 

that Professor Thompson explained that France and Macau “have shown the degree to which cooperation 

among societies is integral to how our global world works”. 

Distinguished guests at High Table included: 

• Alexandre Giorgini, Consul Général, Consul général de France à Hong Kong et Macao  

• Diane-Sophie Trevoux, Education and Linguistic Attaché 

• Kevin (Kit) Thompson, President of the Macau European Chambers of Commerce  

• Benoît Etienne, Consul for Culture, Science & Education, Consul général de France à Hong Kong 

et Macao  

• Christophe Le Brun, Hotel Manager, Sofitel Macau At Ponte 16 

High Table 
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• Andrew Yuen, Chairman, Board of Le French May Arts Festival 

• Jeremy Artan de Saint Martin, Managing Director, iExcel Consulting 

• Jean Jacques Verdun, Founder, Delta Bridges Media Ltd 

• Lydia Chan, General Manager, Banco Nacional Ultramarino 

• Kenneth Chan, General Manager - Macau, Louis Vuitton 

• Thimanh Lemaire Sicre, General Manager - Macau, Chanel 

• Ray Cheung, Acting Director, Student Affairs Office, Sino-U.S. College, BITZH 

• Carole Delavelle, Managing Director, Ou La La Flower 

• Emilie Guillot, Founder & Artistic Director, HK Theatre Association Ltd 

• Carlos Silva, Office Manager, Macau European Chamber of Commerce 

• Eddie Lam & Jessica Leong, Chairman, Macau Vintage Vehicle Culture Association 

• Jean Francois Péres & Icilia Péres, Member, Macau Vintage Vehicle Culture Association 

• Adriano Wong, Member, Board of Supervision, Macau Vintage Vehicle Culture Association 

• Joshua Ehrlich, Associate Professor, Faculty of Social Sciences 

• Amy Shaw, Associate Professor, Faculty of Social Sciences 

• Manuel Noronha, Associate Master, Colégio Memorial Moon Chun 

• Patricia Thompson, Supernumerary Fellow 

Musical performances included Basara Zhang (Xiao) “Alongside the peach blossom”; Collegium MCM: Music 

Director: Dr Patricia Thompson, Flute: Coco Wong, Clarinet I: Henley Feng, Clarinet II: Louise Xie, Violin: 

Lauren Pang, Koi Hoi, Guzheng: Allison Yang, Zhongruan: Lidia Yang, Piano: Peggy Lau; “Clair de Lune – Claude 

Debussy”; and Dr Peggy Lau (piano) and Koi Hoi (violin) “Czardas – Vittorio Monti” 

The College was delighted the Consul General, Alexandre Giorgini, Chairman of Le French May, Andrew Yuen, 

and members of the French Consulate unveiled and autographed the canvas for the Macao début of L'Ensemble 

Correspondances chanteurs et instrumentistes at Le French May, 2017. 

This French High Table was truly a memorable event for everyone and a special vote of thanks must be 

extended to Mr. Eddie Lam, (Chairman) Macau Vintage Vehicle Culture Association, Mr. Kelvin Iu, (Chairman) 

Citroën DS Club, HK, and Mr. Michael Noronha, (Member) Citroën DS Club, HK. 

 

 MCMC initiates “Common Table” at UM 

MCM College “Common Table” resonated with 12th Century Oxford traditions of scholars gathering with 

Master and Fellows to develop knowledge and wisdom. Nourishment of mind, body and spirit characterises 

collegiate life, practised in collegiate universities, ancient and modern to this day.  

   

Complementary to College High Table, Common Table intermingles students and faculty across disciplines at 

long tables, together with town-and-gown guests from Macao and Hong Kong. Traditional simplicity is 

cherished, so rather than serving at table, diners serve themselves. The medieval concept of a simple meal 

taken together encourages lively, animated discourse. Grand Lapa, with Chef Tan overseeing the fare, enhanced 
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this original idea of simple fare with a delicious array of hot and cold dishes, alongside artisanal bread and 

cheeses from all over the world, together with seasonal, healthy salads and fruit.  

Students expressed gratitude for the opportunity to be able to talk at length with faculty, gaining ideas and 

advice for present study and future careers over healthy and nutritious food. 

Food for the soul was provided by Michael Kirby, Principal Clarinet Macao Orchestra, accompanied by Dr. 

Peggy Lau, MCMC Resident Fellow performing French music, together with a spirited rendition of the poem, 

“The Shooting of Dan McGrew "by Prof Man Chiu. Modern dance expertly choreographed and performed by 

MCMC students provided an enthusiastic and lively contrast and interlude. 

 

 

 

MCM College visits Hong Kong University and EU office to Hong Kong and 

Macau 

On 6 November 2018, MCM College Resident Fellow Dr. Peggy Lau and Resistant Tutor Ms. Jacqueline Wang 

took a group of 15 college representatives to visit the Hong Kong University and the European Union Office to 

Hong Kong and Macau. During the visit to Hong Kong University, the group is received by Dr. Fong Fong 

Chen. Dr. Chen took the group to visit the University Museum and Art Gallery, and explained to them how to 

appreciate the art of Chinese painting, the technique and different brush works, and how one technique is 

passed on to the next generation. 

 

As MCM College has initiated and collaborated with faculty on holding the European Union Lecture Series, the 

college wants to provide an opportunity for students to visit the EU Office and meet with diplomats. Together 

with Professor Castro, students meet with Ms. Jolita Pons, head of Political, Press and Information Section, and 

started to exchange concerns and curiosity on several global topics, including the trade war between the 

United States and China, education in third-world countries, and the education and working opportunities in 

EU countries. As Professor Castro said, “The seeds are planted today,” fostering global awareness and 

international collaboration are important to the whole-person development of students. 

 

MCM College Students Tour Hong Kong University of Science & Technology 

(HKUST), 2018 

Student Exchange Visits 
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On 17th November, 2018, MCM College students visited Hong 

Kong University of Science and Technology Campus, which is 

located on the Clear Water bay peninsula in East Kowloon. 

Students were very impressed with its lush landscaping and 

modern facilities, and pleasant living and learning environment. 

During their guided visit, Dr. Robert Wessling, Dean of Students, 

and Prof. Yeung Lam Lung, Residence Master, Undergraduate 

Student Hall VI, highlighted several issues such as: 

 

Meals on campus - How is the food? What are the options? 

Campus population and diversity 

Social events and student activities 

Student accommodations on and off campus 

 

The number of students coming from abroad is constantly increasing and, for this reason, it is important for 

colleges and universities to ensure they include and create an international and cultural environment that is 

conducive to learning. 

     
Campus visits are pivotal when students begin choosing which college or university is most suited to them. 

While physically touring a college campus, students quickly discover a clearer picture compared to the online 

prospectus, as they begin to experience involvement with staff, student representatives, and the actual learning 

environment on campus. Getting the opportunity to see different student accommodations, tasting the food, 

and most important of all, walking around the quad, or entering classrooms and other facilities will be critical as 

to how happy a student will be once enrolled. 

 

 

In short, here are some comments from participants: 

Teresa  

“… in UM we live in our college and HKUST students live in hostels. We can have more communication with 

our friends in college. It’s like our home”. 

 

Roy 

“…Although the residential halls in HKUST are well-equipped, I still like our residential college in UM because 

we are well organized and relations between residents are much closer”. 

 

Kaixin: 

“This journey taught me the definition of healthy living”. 

 

Paper: 

 “We visited Hong Kong University of Science and Technology and learned the differences with University of 

Macau. Although we walked a lot during the trip, it was a special experience because I have not visited 

different places with a large group of people before”. 
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MCM College: Exchange visit to East China Normal University 

Initiated by Guang Hua College, East China Normal University, a group of 16 students and Resident Fellow 

from MCM College visited Shanghai for an exchange visit during 19-24 December, 2018. As the start of a long-

term friendship, students and staff from both Colleges are exuberant and looking forward to meeting each 

other and layout future plans together. 

During the time spent at ECNU, the group was warmly received and welcomed by the College Master and the 

Secretary of Party Committee. Students were invited to a tour visit to the campuses of ECNU and were 

introduced to the history and culture of Shanghai by Professor Yu Bei. By visiting sites like Lujiazui Finance and 

Trade Zone, Shanghai Science and Technology Museum, the Oriental Pearl TV Tower, and Zhaojialuo Water 

Canal, the group learned about the stories of Shanghai’s economical, technological, architectural and cultural 

development, together with the students from ECNU. 

  

The days spent in ECNU have been very heart-warming. MCM College students joined students and staff from 

ECNU in celebrating the Winter Solstice and took part and performed in the New Year Gala Show. Together, 

they even reached outward and shared their joy and happiness to families and children in need, teaching them 

how to write and send their thanks to their parents. The weather is cold but the hearts are filled with warmth 

and hope. 

 

 

MCM College English Enhancement Programme, 2018 ‘English over Lunch’ 

MCM College begins the new semester with its in-house signature language enhancement programme: ‘English 

over Lunch’. This weekly lunch activity is hosted every Friday by faculty from the English Language Centre (ELC). 

Students immerse into an English speaking environment, and share wonderful opportunities to increase their 

language skills over a delicious lunch and friendly environment at the college. Students of all skill levels benefit 

just from sharing a meal and conversing with Michael, Sam, Melody and Kerrin. 

ENGLISH LANGAUGE ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMME 
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Many participants have expressed that ‘English over Lunch’ is more cooperative, rather than competitive. This 

creates opportunities for students to: 

· Be connected with native speakers who guide them through a conversation; 

· Learn and practice English without the fear of making mistakes; 

· Break down language barriers and build speaking confidence with others; 

· Exchange news and other issues with other students; 

· Find an amazing community within MCM College over lunch; 

‘English over lunch’ increases motivation for regular participants, enabling them to develop a better sense of 

commitment and confidence, which are key to truly becoming fluent speakers of English. 

 

 

 

Portuguese Language Enhancement with Visiting Professorial Scholar in 

Residence, Prof. Joseph Levi, George Washington University 

MCM College recognises the importance of promoting Portuguese beyond the classroom, and interacting with 

advanced or native Portuguese speakers. The college offers a signature language enhancement programme (with 

a number of activities, such as films, academic sessions, and workshops on Portuguese language and culture), to 

develop and foster students’ proficiency in speaking, listening, reading and writing in an authentic, but relaxed 

ambience. 

 

On Monday evening, 5th November, 2018, 

Prof. Joseph A. Levi, Visiting Scholar (George 

Washington University, USA) in residence, 

presented “A Trança Feiticeira”, (The 

Bewitching Braid, translated by David 

Brookshaw), a film reminiscent of Macau in 

the 1930s, depicting a story of forbidden love 

between a young Portuguese man from a well-

to-do family, who falls for a beautiful ‘water-

seller’ (with a mesmerising braid) from one 

of the poorest ‘Chinese’ quarters of Cheok Chai Un (雀仔園). Macanese Author, Henrique de Senna 

PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMME 
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Fernandes, delved deeply into the background of the couple in their attempts to be accepted by their opposing 

respective communities and across their cultural divides. 

 

MCM College Promotes Portuguese Culture through Healthy Dining – Feijoada 

(Vegetariana) à Transmontana – Portuguese (Vegetarian) Bean Stew 

  

In today’s context food can be visualised as an alternative form of communication. The reason lies closely to 

two important elements: rituals (expressions of life, love, happiness or grief) and culture (population, language 

and national identity). 

For those who are unfamiliar with Portuguese cuisine, Prof. Joseph Levi explained that preparing special dishes 

is an interesting process because questions, such as ingredients used, or the way a dish is cooked. Answers may 

vary and surely go beyond culinary learning. Through food, students and staff learned about a country’s 

approach to life, how it functions symbolically as a communicative channel in which people create, manage and 

share meanings with others. 

Feijoada is unique essentially of Portuguese identity and culture. It is an authentic dish filled with nutrients and 

nourishment, and it is also rich in protein, fibre and other vitamins that are found in the kidney beans. The 

addition of tomato and cabbage have known to have natural anti-carcinogenic properties, making it a flavorful 

and healthy meal! 

Although Feijoada is commonly prepared in most Lusophone countries, however, the recipe would differ 

slightly from one country to another. It is served with Portuguese Bread or alternatively with rice and typically 

meant to be enjoyed throughout the day among extended family (or a social event) and not eaten under rushed 

circumstances. It is definitely considered as Portuguese ‘soul food’. 
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Masters’ Cup Basketball Championship – Season 2018/19 

‘All Stars’ Long Road to Success 

 

 
 

In the exhilarating realm of collegiate basketball, it is every player’s desire to be the most valuable 

player (MVP). MCM College has names such as Marshall Yin, Melo Zhang, Tony Ba, Bruce Sio, Bosco 

Wong, Paul Chio, Kay Yung among a host of many others in its arsenal. That was the marvel of UM’s 

collegiate championship showcase: 28 points, driving dunks and wink-inducing three-pointers which 

were exactly what fans and supporters expected to witness. 

Over the past few seasons, MCM College fielded several teams filled with fresh raw talent. Players 

worked hard to get through the qualifiers, but it was one disappointment after another that 

followed. 

In this particular Masters’ Cup tournament, the ‘All-Stars’ qualified in the group stage and reached 

the semi-finals to beat highly determined CKP College by one point after extra time, and set up an 

explosive showdown with SPC in the finals. 

On Sunday evening, 14th October, 2018, N8 Auditorium provided basketball fans and supporters the 

venue for a final match that inspired pride and a historic upset for SPC (who were finalists in 2016). 

The All-Stars did not just recruit the best talent, instead, they insisted on getting the right talent. That 

way, the team would be able to develop players for future tournaments where everyone can enjoy 

the collegiate experience, and produce a delightful perimeter-dominant style of play that is 

entertaining, and unmistakably, MCM College Basketball. 

 

 

Cheering and Dance Team - 4th Place in Masters’ Cup Tournament, 2018 

SPORTS NEWS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=fFRfQEQ7wmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=fFRfQEQ7wmo
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The Collegiate Cheering and Dance Team earned a spot in the top 4 teams last weekend at N8 Sports 

Auditorium. The event hosted more than 200 of UM’s top college cheerleaders, dancers and mascots from 10 

teams with supporters filling the venue to capacity. 

Joey Sam Weng U inspired a dedicated and talented young team that devoted a lot of time and effort in 

practising and preparing to showcase their skills to wow an adrenalin-fuelled audience. Teams are judged on 

their stunting and tumbling skills, crowd-leading abilities and overall performance, while the dance competition 

is judged on choreography, technique, execution and overall effect. Mascots were also involved in vying for the 

championship. 

The competition has been a driving force behind MCM Cheering Team's dynamic transformation from a Hip-

Hop/Street Dance Group, into a high-energy, athletic activity it infused martial arts with other cultural elements 

into their unique repertoire of cheerleading and dance. 

 

Collegiate freshmen’s Cup Football Champions – Season 2018/19 

The Collegiate Freshmen Cup 5-a-side Football Competition was held on 15th September, and the finals played 

on 7th October, 2018, at UM’s Mini Artificial Turf. 

MCM ‘Canaries’ were one of eleven teams across different Colleges that was up for the challenge. Players 

included: Jannik Buntz, Ken Wong Chikin, Kenny Lei Chi Hong, Jason Lin Youbo, Yu Han Xiang, Justin Fu 

Junhan, Bruce Sio Feather, Roy Chen Yihuang, Alexandre Noronha, and Miguel Noronha 
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The team was spearheaded and well-captained by Miguel Noronha (sophomore) who led the Canaries in the 

qualifying stages, with three emphatic victories over LCW College, SP College and CKL College, to book a 

place in the semi-finals, with a game in hand. 

The semi-final match was played on Saturday, 7th October, and the Canaries took the lead from a free-kick. 

CYT College fought back with a valuable equalizer. Their constant attacking style of play caused many problems 

for the Canaries' Stopper, Yu Han Xiang, (who pull off many magnificent saves). Shortly after the interval, the 

Canaries cranked up the pace and added more tempo and fluidity to produce two more goals. The game ended 

3-1 for the jubilant Canaries and they marched to the finals. 

The final match was played against a re-charged CKLC side that stunned the Canaries with an early goal just 

minutes into the first half, after having broken down a heavily guarded defense line.  MCM College recovered 

well, and came out fighting even harder in the second half. A free-kick (just outside the penalty area) was 

converted by Miguel Noronha, levelling the score at 1-1, and sending the supporters into a euphoric state of 

celebration. As the referee checked his watch, an unmarked Jason Lin Youbo neatly tucked in the ball into the 

right corner of the CKLC net to put the Canaries 2-1 up, and reclaim the championship a second-time since 

2016. 

HA President, Jackson Mak, Associate Master, Dr. Manuel Noronha and a large group of loyal supporters (led 

by Resident Tutor, Quinn Song) came out to cheer for the team. It was an authentic and exciting cup final as 

one would expect it to be. 
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Ms. Alice Hong - Resident Fellow 

 
Prior to joining the Moon Chun Memorial College (MCMC), 

Alice was Student Counsellor at Macau Anglican College where 

she provided consultations, individual and group counselling to 

students.  Alice acquired a lot of experience in developing 

volunteer work and providing career guidance, sexual 

education, moral education and life education for primary and 

secondary school students. 

Alice received her bachelor degree in social work from Macau 

Polytechnic Institute and master degree in school counselling 

from University of Macau.  She has a passion for drama and had 

studied at Macau Academy for Performing Arts part-time for six years, including education in drama, script 

writing and directing. 

Alice enjoys working with young people and helping them to grow and change for the better.  She believes that 

there are a lot of potentials lying within young people, waiting to be unleashed.  Alice is grateful for the 

opportunity to work at MCMC as resident fellow and serve the university students.   Her favorite motto is:  

“Be the change you want to see in the world”. 

 

Ms. Chloe Cheong - Administration 

It is my pleasure to introduce myself. I am Chloe Cheong and I graduated 

from Macao Institute for Tourism Studies in 2015, majoring in Hotel 

Management. After my graduation, I went to South Korea to study Korean. I 

am proficient in Korean and qualified to be a Korean teacher after spending 

two years of living and working in Seoul, Korea.  

I am adventurous and communicative. Also, I am a good team player and can 

adapt to any kind of environment easily. My favourite quote is  

“The world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page.” 

I love travelling around the world to broaden my horizon and meeting people 

from different parts of the world. For me, travelling is like an endless 

university - you never stop learning. 

 

 

 

NEW STAFF APPOINTMENTS 
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